
CHANGES II\
THE LAND:
A GUIDED HIKE

This land and the way it has been used

exemplifies how the passage of time
changes America and its people.

Thomas Stone, a Maryland sigrer of
the Declaration of Independence,

acquired more than 1,000 acres here at
Haberdeventure. Overtime, this land
and its inhabitants have been greatly
influenced by changes in society.

As you walk the trail to the house, stop
to read about the changes that have

occurred here.

Please, watch your step as you walk;
the trail is uneven in some places.

The Forest (stop l)

The pine, oak, and hickory trees around you are
characteristic an upland forest, but the land has not
always looked this way.

This land practice harmed the soil, leaving it "stiff, and
not very productive. When Thomas Stone bought this
property n 1770, the soil could not grow enough food to
support the eleven family members and twenty_one
slaves that lived here. His tobacco crop had to be grown
on bottom land adjacent to the port Tobacco'River.

In time, plowing also dealt a serious blow to the area. In
the 1700 and 1800s, the idea oferosion control was not
well understood. Farmers plowed without regard to
terrain; furrows channeled rainwater and soil down hills
and ravines straight into the watershed. plowed fields
and hillsides were also devoid of the vegetation that
normally protects land from eroding rain and wind.
Massive amounts of soil from port Tobacco River Valley
farms found its way into streams and, inevitably, the
river. Loose soil caused the port Tobacco River to fill
with so much silt that Port Tobacco--once a major
harbor town--ceased to function as a port,

Cmrort

When Thomas Stone bought this land in1770, most had
been cleared for farming; the remaining woods provided
charcoal for his Port Tobacco River mill forge. Using
land and water resources to the fullest extent possible was
common practice among our ancestors until the mid-20th
century. Hunting, fishing, timbering, milling, and
producing materials of practical value were essential to
sustain life and economic well-being.

Today, many of the fields have re-growr into forest as

human use of the forest has changed. The National Park
Service is mandated to preserve park resources while
providing access for public enjoyment. Today, these
woods are not harvested for economic gain; they are used
for educational and recreational purposes.

The Fields (stop 2)

In order to cash in on the high tobacco prices in the early
1700s, planters intensely grew tobacco on this land.
Thinking that there was limitless land to the west, planters
never thought of what effect this practice would have on
the soil. Tobacco was grown until the soil was "played
out" then planters created more fields by clearing
woodlands.
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With such an extensive loss of soil over two centuries,
lands had became decreasingly productive. In response
to these mounting problems William Briscoe Stone,
Thomas Stone's nephew, and the owner here in the mid_
1800s, implemented wiser farming techniques, such as
fertilization and crop rotation.



The Family Cemetery (stop 3)

Thomas Stone helped transform Maryland from the British
colony where he was born into the state in which he was laid

to rest in1787.

The Terraces (stop 4)

Throughout time, sustenance, economic productivity, and

leisure have been balanced on the land. The terraced south
lawn gives evidence of the multiple uses for this property.

Terracing was a popular landscaping treatment at the homes

of colonial gentry. On many plantations, such as Sotterley on

Maryland's Patuxent River and Carter's Grove on the James

River in Virginia, the terraces drew the eye of river passengers

toward the plantation houses. At Haberdeventure, Stone

created landscaped terraces sweeping upward to the mansion's
lofty south portico.

During Thomas Stone's time, sections of the terraces were
likely used to grow food crops while other parcels were
enjoyed as rose and ornamental flower gardens. Herbs were
probably grown near the kitchen and most likely, the garden

plots would be fenced to keep out wild and domestic animals.

During the Depression, the boffom terrace was used to grow
tobacco, always a valuable cash crop, to provide much needed

money. After World War II, residents used these terraces

mostly for enjoyment. A pond was dug and ornamental
gardens were planted to enhance the landscape.

National Park Service plans call for restoring the site,

including the terraces, to its 1902 appearance.

From Slavery to Machinery gtop 5)

Most of the land around you has been cleared and farmed for
over 300 years and many changes have occurred in the way it
has been managed.

During Thomas Stone's time, slaves worked the soil and
harvested crops that grew here. Armed with hoes or sickles,
these people generally worked from sunrise to sunset.

In 1865, when the ratification of the i 3th amendment ended
slavery, William Briscoe Stone turned to machines along with
hired laborers to plant and harvest the field. As technolory
progressed, William Briscoe Stone's daughter and nephew ran
the farm with equipment that all but replaced the need for field
laborers.

Societal changes have impacted both the land and people who
once lived here and will inevitably continue to affect America,s
people and their future relationship with the natural
environment.

Thank you for visiting Thomas Stone National Historic Site
and please come back again soon.
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Thomas Stone descended from Maryland's first Protestant

governor, William Stone. Stone was educated in Maryland,

became a lawyer, and practiced statewide. He married

Margaret Brown, and in the early 1770s, they built their new

plantation home at Haberdeventure and began a family.

As Stone was settling in here, he was confronted with
revolutionary unrest all around him. The idea of America

separating from England was alien and impractical to him--

until England took increasingly more taxes and freedoms from
her colonies. Stone began serving as member of the local

extra-legal Committee of Correspondence and represented

Maryland atthe 1774 Continental Congress. These activities

gave him and other colonials a chance to examine and debate

America's deteriorating relationship with England.

Thomas Stone--once he was convinced that revolution was

necessary--signed the Declaration of Independence. He

became a Maryland state senator and served on the Articles of
Confederation drafting committee. Thomas Stone proved

invaluable in creating the United States by participating in the

debates and processes that shaped our nation.

Both Thomas and Margaret rest in this cemetery surrounded

by their descendants; the outlying slave cemetery is marked by

granite stones.
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